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Abstract:    
Sky survey of Star cluster from many projects have many informations about our Galaxy, Milky Way. 
Hyades star cluster is the nearest open cluster and one of the best-studied star cluster. Its location about 
153 light-years away from the Solar System consist of roughly spherical group of hundreds of stars. 
Earlier information from this cluster can be used to constraint other paramaters such as structuer, 
composition, dynamic formation, and evolution of Galaxy. Aim this research is fitting model of simple 
Colour Magnitude Diagram (CMD) with isochrone from Hyades data using monte caro method including 
binary star fraction effect and fotometry uncertainty. Basic parameter Hyades data is taken from WEBDA 
while isochrone Hyades data is taken from Padova site. The result from this research is limiting 
magnitude instrument observing Hyades around 16 mag. There are some points of Hyades data forming 
new main sequence under real main sequence which fit with model due to closer distance of Hyades 
star cluster from the Sun. 
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1. Introduction  
 
Stars are formed from big cloud called nebula and as group called cluster. Star cluster is assumed  as 
Simple Stellar Population (SSP). SSP is an object formed at the same time which has same chemical 
composition, distance, and reddening. Theoretically, SSP is called isochrone. Isochrone from a cluster 
has a same age but different mass. Star mass correlate with magnitude of star, bigger mass of  star so 
the star will be brighter. Hyades star cluster is one of kind open cluster in the Universe and the nearest 
open cluster from the Sun. Hyades is located at Taurus constellation consisting of a roughly spherical 
group of hundred of stars sharing the same age, distance, chemical characteristics, and motion through 
the space. In this research purpose to do modelling simple Colour Magnitude Diagram (CMD) from open 
cluster of Hyades then fitting to isochrone Hyades data using monte carlo method.  
 
2. Data and Research Method 
2.1 Data 
 
Building Color Magnitude Diagram (CMD) need some initial parameters such as isochrone, Initial Mass 
Function (IMF), reddening, age interval, and metalicity. Initial basic parameter Hyades is taken from 
WEBDA [1] shown at Table 1.  While isochrone of Hyades data use isochrone information at Padova 
site [2] based on some publications [3,4,5]. 
 
Parameter Value 
RA	(J2000) 04h	26m	54s	
Declination	(J2000) +15o	52’	00”	
Galaxy	Longitude 180.o064	
Galaxy	Latitude	 -22,o343	
Distance	(pc)	 45	
Reddening	(mag)	 0,01	
Distance	Modulus	(mag)	 3,30	
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Age	[Log]	 8,896	
Metalicity	 +0,17	
Tabel 1. Basic Parameter Hyades Open Cluster 
 
2.2 Method 
 
Reddening occurs as a result from Interstellar Matter (ISM) between the object and observer. Beside 
reddening, cluster distance also affects apparent magnitude value. Reddening value can change the 
position of star point at Color Magnitude Diagram (CMD) to the horizontal directoin while the distance 
changes the position of the point at CMD in vertical direction. Reddening of the photometric system can 
be expressed in color excess, E (B-V), which the amount of absorption at visual wavelength is expressed 
by this equation : 𝐴" = 𝑅"𝐸(𝐵 − 𝑉) (1) 
with Av is absorption value and Rv is reddening value at visual wavelength. Rv value is approximately 
2.5 for the general diffuse ISM [6]. 
Star distribution with the mass formed simultaneously is defined as the Initial Massa Function (IMF). 
This function describes dynamic evolution, chemistry, brightness of star cluster, and the initial process 
of forming cluster. The simplest model from IMF is written in the form power law function : 𝑑𝑁𝑑𝑚 = 𝑋 = 𝑘𝑚01 (2) 
with k is normalization factor and α is power law index which use Salpeter index value, 2.35 [7]. By 
interpreting IMF as probability density function, it is possible to choose a star mass at a certain interval 
mass using : 𝑋(𝑚) = 2𝑘𝑚01𝑑𝑚 (3) 
𝑘 = 1 − 𝛼𝑚5601 − 𝑚7601 (4) 
Mass function depend on random value X can be written as : 𝑚(𝑋) = 8𝑚7601 + :1 − 𝛼𝑘 ;𝑋< 6601 (5) 
X is a random value, ml and mu is low and upper interval star mass from Hyades star cluster. At CMD, 
observing data usually shows different widening interval colour from theoretical model. Widening colour 
is caused by photometric error and groupping binary star effect visually. In this research add photometric 
error value 0.03 [8]. 
Fitting isochrone by building CMD model can be done with these steps [9]: (1) Getting Isochrone Hyades 
data, (2) Making star randomly using monte carlo simulation method, (3) Adding group of binary star 
effect, (4) Inputing distance and reddening parameter, and (5) Adding photometric error effect. 
 
3. Result and Analysis 
 
The monte carlo simulation results of Colour Magnitude Diagram (CMD) model in the star-making 
process by including photometric uncertainties show at Figure 1. Black and green colour indicate CMD 
model without and including binary star fraction effect while brown-cross points are Hyades star cluster 
data from observation. In Figure 1 shows Hyades data only spreadaround 16 mag which indicate limiting 
magnitude of instrument for observing Hyades ~ 16 mag. Beside that,There are some Hyades data 
points forming ‘new main sequence line’ under main sequence which fit with model. Appearance ‘new 
main sequence line’ due to distance of Hyades star cluster which is relatively close to the observer so 
the distance from each member of Hyades cluster can be determined more easily and accurately than 
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the further clusters where the distance from further clusters can be assumed as overall distance of 
cluster members. 
 
 
Figure 1 Fitting CMD model with Hyades star cluster data. Black and green colour are CMD model 
without and including binary star fraction effect while brown-cross points are Hyades star cluster data 
from observation. 
 
From Figure 1, model CMD and Hyades cluster data are fitted with Hyades isochrone by adding distance 
and reddening parameter showed at Figure 2 including photometric error 0.03 where red line is Hyades 
isochrone. Bigger photometric uncertainties can cause bigger spread and dispersion of CMD (showed 
at Figure 3). 
 
 
Figure 2 Fitting Hyades isochrone with CMD model and Hyades star cluster data including 
photometric error 0.03. Red line is Hyades cluster isochrone. 
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Figure 3 Fitting Hyades isochrone with CMD model and Hyades star cluster data including 
photometric error 0.3. Red line is Hyades cluster isochrone. 
 
4. Conclusion 
 
Hyades star cluster is the nearest open cluster from the Sun and one of subject for the best studied-
cluster. Earlier information about Hyades can be used to constraint any parameter of Universe. In this 
research, Hyades star cluster is fitted with isochrone by building Color Magnitude Diagram (CMD). 
Hyades star cluster shows new main sequence line under main sequence which fit with model. 
Occurances of this line because of the distance of Hyades star cluster which is relatively close to the 
observer. CMD model with Hyades data also are fitted with Hyades isochrone by adding photometric 
error value 0.03 and 0.3. Fitting with bigger photometric error shows bigger dispersion of CMD model. 
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